Top 12 benefits of Zilicus Project Management

Selecting right project management solution is not just any other decision you have to make. It is a careful choice you will be making for today as well as better tomorrow. Zilicus Project Management Solution is just right choice for you. The Zilicus Project Management solution offers flexibility with intuitive work management solution for everyone, be it an individual freelancer or a team member.

1. **Fast, Intuitive, high on usability**
   Now you can easily manage your project, as Zilicus Project Management solution offers an intuitive user interface to create Work Breakdown Structure, creation of tasks, scheduling of task, assignment of resource to tasks. Your team members will find it easy to update task status, issues and timesheet.

2. **Work beyond boundaries**
   Now access your project details in Zilicus Project Management solution from anywhere, at any time. Not just your team members, you customers too, can access project details beyond boundaries.

3. **Project Health at a glance**
   You can view health of your projects through the statistics for generated from tasks, schedules, resources, issues, and risks information. The Zilicus Project Management Solution gives a real time snapshot of your project(s) with clear visual representation with the help of state of art dashboard. Even Portfolio Manager can see health of the projects in their portfolio through Portfolio Dashboard.

4. **Collaborate with team**
   Now you can share created-tasks, share documents, share project calendar, view & update issues, risks with your team members using Zilicus Project Management solution. Your team members, customers can be informed about project update through automatic emails – notification and alerts.

5. **Centralized place**
   Now your whole team, no matter whether they are co-located or scattered across globe, they can use a central location for projects, schedule, tasks, documents, issues, risks and timesheet & likewise project artefacts. Free up your team from the hassle of managing different copies of these artefacts.

6. **Reduce cost- No hardware, installation**
   No need of any installation neither any maintenance required. You do not need to buy hardware or software to use Zilicus Project Management Solution. The solution is so easy to administer and manage that you may not even need IT administrator to manage it.
7. **Save time - Get started quickly**
   You can view demo as & when you wish; you can try the solution on your own, without any prior arrangement. Getting started is also quick. Simply, add members to your team through admin section and you are ready to go. Tutorials & videos are available for quick reference.

8. **Data security and reliability**
   Using Zilicus Project Management solution is quite secure, as it uses upto 256-bit encryption between your browser and Zilicus solution. Of course, there are additional measures taken to ensure intruisYour data will be backed-up/replicated every day so that even in case of adverse situation; your data can be retrieved safely.

9. **Add-on work package: Issue Tracking, Risk Tracking & Timesheet**
   Apart from core project management features such as task, milestones; Zilicus Project Management solution offers an integrated work package that includes Issue/Ticket management, Risk Management, Time tracking; making it easier to manage project in these perspective.

10. **Real time update on project**
    When your team members update respective project information through tasks, issues, risks; the same information get updated to reflect real time project status; project managers & executives can

11. **Involve everyone, not just exclusivity of project manager**
    Gone are the days, when you need to be in the exclusive group having access to MS Project or Primavera for project management. Reduced cost and advantage of collaboration; Zilicus Project Management solution helps your team to improve productivity thus provide business benefits

12. **Seamless Integration Integrate with MS Projects, Google Docs, Google Calendar***
    Are you already using MS Project or Google documents? Don't worry. The Zilicus Project Management solution offers you a seamless integration with these applications in solution. You can access your project details in Zilicus Project Management solution as well upload/associate Google documents and calendar in Zilicus PM.

**The bottom line:**
Web-based Zilicus Project Management solution helps your team members to collaborate, work with improved productivity thus helping you to effectively organizing & managing your projects.

*** Under development & testing at the time of writing this article